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Promissory
Notes Brings
Music to GW
Law
BV CALEB DULIS

Staff Writer
The George Washington Law
School boasts a large student body from
a wide variety of geographic and personal
backgrounds, with a significant range
of interests - and with many hidden
talents. lLs Marianne Kies and Daniela
Murch are doing their part to uncover
one of those talents. Last semester, the
two formed Promissory Notes, G.W.
Law's first a cappella singing group. Last
Tuesday, the group held auditions, adding
four new members. Promissory Notes
now enjoys a membership of 14 students
- eight men and six women.
When Kies, the group's president
and founder, and Murch arrived at law
school in the fall, each independently had
the idea of starting an a cappella group.
Both had been involved with music in one
form or another through most of their
lives and had performed in a cappella
groups in college. Murch, co-founder and
now secretary of Promissory Notes, felt

there wouldn't be sufficient interest to start
such a group, but Kies followed through
on her plan.
"Despite the extra time commit
ment," said Kies, "I knew from experience
that music is a great way to relieve stress
- and I guessed that there were other stu
dents who felt the same way."
It turned out that Murch was one
of those students. When she discovered
that Kies had begun Promissory Notes
and was looking for help running it, she
jumped at the chance. "I saw a flyer that
Marianne had posted," Murch said, "and
contacted her immediately, explaining my
interest in helping form the group. It all
went from there."
Kies expressed her appreciation for
Murch's help. "Daniela got in touch and
I'm so glad she did," said Kies. "It was a
huge help to have two people at the helm,
especially at the beginning when there was
so much administrative work to do."
One of the original members, 2L
Kristen Ward, who doubles as the group's
choreographer, describes the group as "a
motley crew - people from all different
class years, sections, and with different
interests. But we sound great together
and it is always a lot of fun." According
to Ward, the group meets once a week for
two hours "and we just get together and
sing."
And they sing a wide variety of
music, thus far including classic rock,
pop, and musical theater. "We are willing

See Notes on Page 8

Van Vleck 2009:
The Final Round
BY DENISE L. TURNER

Managing Editor
On Thursday, January 28,2010,3Ls
Adam Bravemen, Lisa Swartzfager, Mario
Leach, and Michael Ebell will argue in
front of GW's first all female panel in
the Van Vleck Constitutional Law Moot
Court Finals.
The Problem
This year's competition involves
compelling procedural and substantive
constitutional issues arising from the
conversion of a religious private school
to a public charter school. The first issue
involves whether the plaintiff in this case
has standing, as either a state or municipal
taxpayer, to bring suit under the Establish
ment Clause of the First Amendment.
The second issue involves whether the
use of state and municipal funds to oper
ate a charter school which has retained
elements of its religious character violates
the Establishment Clause.
The Competitors
For the Petitioner - Adam Braveman
and Lisa Swartzfager
This was the first

why or why not, Swartzfager commented
that she likes doing competitions. She
competed in the Cohen & Cohen Mock

to know if y ou will like it or be good at it
until you actually get up and do it!" When
asked what their favorite class has been
in law school, Braveman commented,
"Criminal Procedure with Professor Lerner. No doubt." For Swartzfager, it was
Contracts with Professor Swaine.
For the Respondent - Mario Leach
and Michael Ebell
Former Section 2 lers, Mario Leach
and Michael Ebell are no strangers to the
Van Vleck Competition, having competed
in last year's competition together. Their
return to the competition seemed to be
based on a greater understanding of con
stitutional law and the enjoyment they
had from competing in last year's com
petition. However, Leach commented "I
know it took a bit of elbow-twisting on
my part to convince Mike to go through
it again, it's not what you would call light
on the work-load." In response, Ebell
explains, "Ultimately, I did it again this
year because it was something I enjoyed
in retrospect. The brief writing process is

in the 8th Circuit. Although she will be

painful, but at the end of tbe day you've

interested in litigation, particularly appel

stitutional Law.

clerking next year, Swartzfager says she is

late litigation. Van Vleck played a role in
this, as she says "It is one thing to hear a
lawyer describe what they do, but it is hard

learned a lot about a topical issue of Con
It's

a

fun process in the

end and I really felt like I learned skills
that will make me a better lawyer." Like

See Finals on Page 2

Law Students Give Help For Haiti
BY KATIE EARNEST

Editor-in-Chief

Over the past two weeks, the law
school community has come together to
generate aid for Haiti. On January 12,
the country was hit by a catastrophic
earthquake that caused major damage
to the capital and surrounding areas of
the island. Reports by CNN indicate that
between 100,000 and 200,000 people may
have been killed and millions more have
been affected by the earthquake.
In the wake of this devastating
event, the GW community has launched
a multi-faceted response, offering many
fundraisers and other opportunities to give
help to the victims in Haiti. On Thursday
January 21st, the University announced
the formation of a Haitian Response
Group to coordinate the relief efforts.
Administrators and student leaders will
work with the provost and vice president
for health affairs to coordinate events.
The law school has also partici
pated in events to help collect money and
resources to send to Haiti. On January
18th, law students helped out in the base-
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time Braveman

and Swartzfager have competed in Van
Vleck. When asked whether they had
competed in Van Vleck last year and

Trial Competition, but wanted to try an
appellate competition because of her
interest in appellate advocacy. The two
decided at some point during the second
semester of 2L year to compete together.
Anecdotally, Braveman says he tried to
pull out of the competition during add/
drop last fall, but his partner's "Southern
charm (or guilt)" convinced him to stay
in. Braveman seems very happy to have
made this decision, stating "I feel like this
is one of the few experiences in law school
that I will remember 5/10 years down the
road." Throughout the competition, the
team has spent "more hours than imagin
able" preparing. Swartzfager noted that,
in preparing for the finals, she "rewrote
[her] brief and practiced, practiced, and
then practiced some more." Fortunately,
she says "we have a lot of great friends and
competitors from the first rounds that have
been willing to practice moot us."
After graduation, Braveman will
be working at Paul Hastings in New
York, and Swartzfager will be clerking

GW Law Invades West
Virginia for
Annual Ski Trip
Informed: Jocelyn Bond,
Moot Court President

ment of the GWU hospital at the Kids this shipment of food is going to the peo
Against Hunger Meal-Packing Event." ple of Haiti, the sponsoring organization
Participants prepared over 18,000 meals uses volunteers to prepare food packages
to send to Haiti. One of the participants for impoverished children around the
was Professor Lawton Cummings, a visit world. We will definitely volunteer with
ing professor who teaches commercial pa
See Help on Page 7
per. Professor Cummings
brought her children to
the event to give them an
opportunity to view the
importance of engaging
in public service. "Many
organizations have a min
imum age for volunteers,
which is frustrating as a
parent who is trying to
instill public service val
ues in her kids!" When
she was told about the
event, she "jumped at the
On 24 hours notice, a group of international LL.M.
chance to help provide aid
students responded to Dean Karamanian s request to
to Haiti."
put together boxes of supplies for Haiti and had them
Says Cummings
delivered to the Embassy of Haiti as part of a major
about the day: "The event
drive held at the Embassy.
was very well run. While
Photo courtesy of Dean Susan Karamanian.
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Losing Hope in the Political Process
BY LIZ SAXE

Opinion Columnist
Politics in this country got a whole
lot messier this week for two reasons:
the election of Republican Scott Brown
of Massachusetts to the Senate, and the
Supreme Court's decision to tear back
well-established campaign finance laws.
Neither bodes well for our prospects of
restoring faith in government or tackling
the litany of critical challenges facing our
nation, including salvaging the economy
and building a health care system that
works for working Americans.
First, the perhaps less spectacular
event, but probably more lasting, was
the Supreme Court's decision in Citizens
United v. Federal Elections Commission.
The divided Court broadly ruled that
corporations and other organizations like
unions can spend as much as they want
from their general funds to support or op
pose political candidates. As with most
controversial decisions, supporters of the
ruling will defend the Court as staying
true to the Constitution, while opponents
will charge the Court with blatant activ
ism. Whatever the motivations, however,
the effects of the decision will be decid
edly political.
Businesses, unions, and other or
ganizations like the U.S. Chamber of
Commerce are now free t o pour as much
money as they choose attacking their op
ponents. Now, that it's open season and
you can bet that the deluge of political
commercials well see leading, op to the

midterm elections will be like nothing
we've seen before. In today's savage
political climate, the types of ads that
will flood our airwaves will probably be
nothing short of vicious. Parties, candi
dates, consultants, lobbyists, and special
interests have all figured out that making
people scared and angry is one of the best
ways to get them to give money and get
to the polls. But it's also one of the best
ways to degrade the public trust in our
government and political system.
Another great way to erode public
trust in our institutions is by giving the
impression that special interests control
a corrupt political process where elected
officials are concerned only with reelec
tion, not governing. The public clearly
already has that impression; a campaign
finance system that opens the floodgates
of corporate and special interest money
can only make the perception into a bit
terly clear reality. Corporations may not
even need to run vicious ads -they might
only have to threaten to flood the local
market with attack ads to get elected of
ficials desperate for reelection to vote one
way or another.
The smaller the market, the easier
it will be for corporations or unions or
other interest organizations to pressure
the process. It's hard to believe, but there
are still parts of the country where retail
politics are the norm and state legislators
or even state-wide candidates spend onty a

Trust Women" Cuts Both
Ways
BY HANNAH GEYER

few hundred or a fewthousand dollars on
campaigns. With their new blank check,
bigger organizations won't even bat an eye
spending ten, fifty, or a hundred times that
amount to attack opponents.
Then again, it's not like these groups
have had much trouble funneling money
into our political system before - federal
lobbying reports filed the day before the
Supreme Court's decision show that the
U.S. Chamber of Commerce spent nearly
$80 million lobbying Congress in the final
quarter of 2009, bringing the total for
the year to $144.5 million. Indeed, the
Chamber spent $1.6 million running ads
to help elect Republican Scott Brown of
Massachusetts to the Senate.
The election of Scott Brown to the
Senate is a blow to restoring any faith
in government not necessarily because
of the Senator-elect himself, or even the
election of a Republican more generically.
Instead, it's a blow because it seems that
voters were trying to send a message - that
they were unhappy with the health care
bill or the way the government is (or isn't)
working, or with politics in general. But,
if anything, Mr. Brown's election will clog
up the political process more. Repub
licans will be emboldened to stonewall
legislation and Democrats desperate to
hold onto seats will hesitate, try to strike
more deals, and probably abandon some
See Losing on Page 7

Swartzfager and Braveman, Leach and
Ebell have put in countless hours prepar
ing for the finals. The team spent time
coming up with new arguments and re
writing their brief, along with many, many
moots. Although it sounds tiring, Ebell
says the "collaborative process between
the teams that went to the Semi-Finals
has been the best part of this competition
for me, no question." Ebell recalls that
he and Leach even mooted against their
opponents in the final round before the
first day of the competition.
Leach and Ebell are excited to be
representing Section 21. Ebell noted, "the
part-time program is why I came to GW
Law and I think it's great that there are
a couple former section 21ers in the W
finals again." Both competitors would
like to do appellate advocacy at some
point in their careers, but for now, Mario
hopes to go into litigation at the firm she
will be starting with in New York after
graduation. Ebell says he's interested in
labor law, but is "hoping to get an expo
sure to as wide a variety as legal issues as I
can, in whatever job I find." When asked
what their favorite class has been in law
school, not surprisingly, Leach responded,
"Without question, Constitutional Law I
and II. I had amazing professors for both
classes, Professor Fontana and Professor
Colby, and I thoroughly enjoyed every
class in both of those courses." Ebell says
he enjoyed Trial Advocacy, but if asked
to choose a non-skills class, he really
couldn't choose. "I've been blessed with
some amazing professors and therefore
incredible classes."
See Finals on Page 4
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Opinion Columnist
There's no way around it. It's go
ing to have to happen. As your resident
militant Nota Bene feminist, I'm going
to have to write this week's column
about Roe v. Wade's thirty-seventh
anniversary, which happened this past
Thursday. As it happens, the "theme"
for the anniversary this year was "Trust
Women", in honor of the late Dr. Til
ler, a well-known late-term abortion
provider who was gunned down while
attending church in his hometown,
and the "Trust Women" buttons he
often wore.
I do realize, of course, that not
everyone is pro-choice. If I didn't know
that before, I would have definitely
figured it out yesterday when I left my
internship to go pick up a bite to eat and
ran smack into the March for Life. See
ing thousands of people holding signs
saying things like, "Women DO regret
abortions", and "Don't take away my
chance at fatherhood!" was enough to
make nearly any feminist scream, but
hey - we get the March for Women's
Lives, right? Then, I accidentally made
eye-contact with one of the marchers,
a middle-aged man who immediately
asked me, "Are you pro-life?" Still
respectful and polite as ever - I, after
all, just wanted to get to Chipotle and
eat a delicious chicken burrito bowl
-1 shook my head and said, "Actually,
I'm pro-choice." And that's when he
started yelling at me. Didn't I know
that babies just wanted to be born?
That babies need their mothers? That

women have an innate desire to have ba
bies (Hannah's Biological Clock: Batteries
NOT included)? And didn't I know that
abortions hurt women?
Confused and a little upset that my
peaceful trip to stuff my face had turned
into a lecture on how I was killing the
unborn, I just stared at him and walked
away. I understand that the abortion
debate is tense and polarized, but, um,
what? Yelling at me in the middle of the
street isn't going to make me agree with
you. So I began to think about this phrase,
"Trust Women".
Sarah Silverman once said, "I was
going to get an abortion the other day. I
totally wanted an abortion. And it turns
out I was just thirsty." The reason this is
a joke is because the audience knows that
women don't act like this. Unfortunately,
not everyone gets it.
If I could pick a prime example of
someone NOT trusting women, it would
be Justice Kennedy in Gonzalez v. C arhart. In one paragraph, he explains that
even though there aren't statistics on how
many women regret getting abortions, he's
sure they exist! They must! Partial birth
abortions are gross, and women totally
don't understand what's going to happen
to them if they allow the procedure to be
performed. It's practically science, guys!
But the Real Live Science in the Congres
sional Record from individual doctors
and medical organizations testifying that
women's lives would be endangered with
the passage of the law prohibiting partial
See Trust on Page 3
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Procedurally Barred: Catch-22?

Victory for Democracy

BY KATE MEREAND

Opinions Editor

BY RYAN BOWEN

Opinion Columnist

In a 5-4 decision Thursday certain
justices of the Supreme Court made their
censure known in no uncertain terms, lost
as it may have been in the midst of the
Federal Election Commission upset. In
Wellons v. H all, the majority began the
unsigned decision with gravity, "From
beginning to end, judicial proceedings
conducted for the purpose of deciding
whether a defendant shall be put to death
must be conducted with dignity and
respect."
In 1993 Wellons was convicted and
sentenced to death in Georgia for the
brutal 1989 rape and murder of a teen
age girl of his close acquaintance. No
argument or defense of actual innocence
was ever presented in this case, as Wellons
was caught while attempting to cover up
the crime.
The decision from the Court is not
about Wellons or the crime, nor is it even
really about the capital sentence, although
that lends the solemnity and focus that this
case received. The decision remands the
case to the 11th Circuit to review the writ
of habeas corpus on the merits, which in
this case means considering evidentiary
hearings and discovery about misconduct
by the judge and jury who sentenced Wel
lons to death.
Plainly, the defense learned that a
juror presented sexually explicit gifts of
chocolate male genitalia to the judge and
chocolate breasts to the bailifif during

the sentencing portion of the 1993 trial.
These gifts, and encounters between the
judge and jurors outside of the court, were
never entered into the official record by
the judge. Defense counsel only learned of
these during post-trial interviews with the
jurors. Still, the immediate request for a
retrial and judicial recusal were dismissed,
again by the judge in question.
As Wellons has searched for more
information on these disturbing events, he
has been repeatedly barred for procedural
reasons. The Georgia Supreme Court and
the 11th Circuit, for their part, ultimately
found that the lack of evidence'in the
record created by the judge in question
was the sticking point passed which they
would not look. Procedurally barred:
catch-22?
Scalia and Thomas dissented on
procedural grounds; Roberts and Alito
did so on the merits. The dissenters are
missing the significantly broader point:
the tools of justice ought to be pristine.
When they are sullied, it is cause for
concern and, from those with the highest
power, censure and review.
In sum, a judge and jury were
somehow involved in some sort sexually
suggestive byplay while in the process of
sentencing a man to death for the rape and
murder of a 15-year-old girl. This bare set
of facts demands condemnation.

If you hadn't heard by now, Scott
Brown made political history last Tuesday
by winning the late Ted Kennedy's senate
seat in Massachusetts. For Republicans,
the victory served as a clear signal that
the public had rejected Congress's and the
President's liberal agenda. For Democrats
the response was mixed. Some stepped
up and pragmatically admitted that it was
time to .rethink strategy. Others stayed
aboard the sinking ship, denying that a
Massachusetts election was truly indica
tive of the nation's sentiments.
As an adamant opponent of heavyhanded government intervention into the
healthcare field, the past few weeks had
been dreadful for me. The Senate had be
gun the procedural votes furthering the bill
to its seemingly inevitable passage, and the
only hope for preventing my tax dollars
paying for the degradation of American
healthcare seemed to a long-shot lawsuit
by state attorneys general over the infa
mous "Nebraska Compromise." More
frustrating though, was the fact that
our elected REPRESENTATIVES were
using every seedy tactic imaginable to
push through a bill that the majority of
the country either didn't want or didn't
understand. It just seemed un-American,
anti-democratic, and whatever other pejo
rative term you could think of, and yet we
seemed powerless to stop it. So imagine
my surprise at hearing tYvat Massachu-

See Barred on Page 4

senator who at one point had trailed by
double digits.
Many of hailed this election a popu
list revolt against government spending
that's simply become out of control, and
about failure to focus on jobs and the
economy. This is certainly true. In just
20 months President Obama will have
accumulated as much national debt as
George W. B ush did in 8 years. And to
show for it? Unemployment above 10%,
even after he promised it would not rise
above 8%. Yet the President and Congress
are striving to fork out more spending on
an issue that isn't among the public's chief
concerns.
Which gets me to my larger point.
It seemed strange to me that a state that
already had universal health care would so
blatantly reject it now. Then it dawned on
me: the sentiment of the majority of Mas
sachusetts voters is probably like most of
the country: they're probably happy with
their current health insurance, and the
prospect of the federal government taking
over doesn't have a lot of appeal. Whether
From your employer, buying it yourself,
or even the state (as it turns out), the fact
is that most people are satisfied with their
health insurance. And for those who don't
have it, having the government taking over
insurance for everyone isn't going to solve
a tVimg. lt'sbasicafty the who\e "cannon

AO VW\ A TTVOSC\W\VO'' COTYWTTDTWTO , CYCVVYR WVAX

setts, a state with only 12% registered

Sec 'Victory on /^czgc V

Republicans, had elected a Republican

Contract Law Issues in the Conan-NBC Affair
BY LAWRENCE A. CUNNINGHAM

Guest Columnist
Note: This piece first appeared on the website "Concurring Opinions" as two blog postings. It is printed in the Nota Bene with Professor Cunningham's permission.
Thanks to Conan O'Brien, NBC
and Fox, the country is being entertained
in contract law, in a case raising some fun
damental and fun issues. To resolve them
requires reading the Conan-NBC contract
and learning facts about its negotiation,
performance and current impasse. But
some main issues can be identified by
making some basic suppositions.
Conan, a rising talk show host,
and NBC, a ma
jor television
network, entered
into a contract
providing that
Conan would,
starting six years
hence, host The
Tonight Show, a
60-year old pro
gram NBC al
ways launched
at 11:30 or 11:35 p.m., right after local
television news.
The two performed under that con
tract, beginning seven months ago, but
now NBC has determined that the show
should be aired at 12:05 a.m., with a dif
ferent talk show, hosted by The Tonight
Show's previous host, Jay Leno, aired dur
ing the previous half hour. Conan objects.
A competing network, Fox, expresses
interest in having Conan host a competing
show. What are the main issues? Who
seems to have the better position?
Time Slot. NBC has publicly stated
that the contract is silent concerning

whether The Tonight Show must air at
11:30/35 p.m. Assuming that is true, it is
unsurprising, though for two reasons that
pose conflicting implications. On the one
hand, it could be that such operational
decisions must be left with the network to
enable overall management of program
ming. That construction of silence as to
time slot could give NBC the right to make
this decision without breaching.
On the other
hand, it could be
that such contrac
tual silence simply
reflects what every
one knows: for 60
years, The Tonight
Show always aired
just after the local
news. So there was
no need to say any
thing in the contract
about the starting time. That construction
could mean the time slot shift would be a
breach of contract. Even so, or if NBC's
contractual silence assertion is false, and
the contract expressly contemplates the
11:35 slot, NBC could seek other contrac
tual grounds to make the switch.
Good Faith. NBC's rights to switch
times could be governed by more general
contract terms, express or implied. Per
formance under many contracts involves
such intricate matters that it is cost-pro
hibitive to elaborate all rights and duties
in all states of the world. As a result,
many contain general promises of both

parties to use reasonable, best or good
faith efforts in performance. Even absent
such clauses, it is standard contract law,
originating in parallel exclusive dealing
contracts, for law to imply such an obliga
tion. Notably, Conan would be subject to
corollary duties.
Application. Such good faith or
reasonable efforts standards are Protean,
deliberately broad, vague and open-tex
tured. They depend on context and here
the standard will invite contending posi
tions. Conan credibly can argue that NBC
has only allowed the show the traditional
time slot for seven months and that it
takes more time than that for a new host
of such a venerable show to promote and
sustain it.
Conan may seek to prove that
NBC's decision was motivated more by
its interests in the ratings of other shows,
including Leno's rescheduled show, than
Conan's. Conan credibly can contend that
the timing shift threatens serious damage
to The Tonight Show as a franchise and
Conan's concomitant contractual posi
tion.
These allegations may be difficult to
rebut, though NBC could credibly counter
in a few ways. Foremost, it is equally in
NBC's as in Conan's interest to maintain
the franchise value of The Tonight Show,
so assertions about time shift damage may
not be persuasive. Moreover, Conan's
own good faith obligation may require
some flexibility on his part, including
performing the show at hours NBC elects,

so long as these are reasonable.
More pernicious NBC decisions,
like airing at 2 am or only on alternate
nights, could appear to comply with
technical contract terms but abrogate the
contract's spirit, a bad-faith practice called
pervishing in the book publishing indus
try. That would be a breach but it could be
difficult to sustain such a characterization
in this context.
Mitigation. Supposing NBC is
in breach of contract, either based on a
time clause or good faith obligation, it
may yet credibly assert that it is taking
steps to reduce resulting damages, by of
fering Conan the alternative arrangement
of a later time slot. If so, this implicates
contract law's mitigation principle and
influences the relative stakes and power
between NBC and Conan.
In general, aggrieved contract par
ties cannot recover damages that they
could avoid with reasonable diligence.
That sometimes means their damages are
reduced by amounts that they could ob
tain through substitute performance. But
in employment cases like this, the doctrine
is applied with some scrutiny.
In a famous potentially analogous
case, from 1970, the actress Shirley
McClain was entitled to full contract
damages, not mitigated, when a movie
studio breached her contract and offered
a much worse alternative. The original
contract promised her the lead in a musi-

See Contract on Page 9
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Jocelyn Bond - President, Moot
Court Board
BY KRYSTLE CADOGAN

B\ ELIZABETH WE STBROOK

Staff Writer

Staff Writer

(1) What are some facts about the
great perk to have these trips paid for. As
Moot Court Board that GW Law stu
another example of an external competi
dents should know?
tion, I am on a team that is going to India
The mission of the Moot Court
in the upcoming weeks to participate in
Board is entirely education focused. The
an international law moot court competi
main purpose of the moot court board
tion there.
is to give students
A more prac
the opportunity to
tical perk is that the
develop their ad
Moot Court Board
vocacy skills; both
holds professional
development events
written and oral.
for moot court
The Board accom
plishes these ob
board members
jectives primarily
only. For example,
by giving the en
the board has ar
tire student body
ranged trips to the
- along with mem
Georgetown Law
bers of the board
Center moot court
- the opportunity to
facility where they
participate in moot
host Supreme Court
court competitions
moots. Through
and to observe practhese trips, mem
titioners present
bers have had the
oral arguments.
opportunity to ob
(2) What are
serve practitioners
some of the unique perks of membership
prepare for oral arguments before they
on the Moot Court Board?
appeared before the Supreme Court.
Well, one of the most fun perks is
(3) How do you feel that member
that members of the Moot Court Board
ship on the Board contributes toward the
have the chance to participate in exterdevelopment of professional skills?
tva\ competitions tiiat the 'Board pays

GW Law Invades
West Virginia
for Annual Ski Trip

I tYiink tYvat the things that I've

for. Examples and locations of external
competitions that Board members have
participated in include competitions in
Boston, New York, and Texas, as well
some ABA competitions. It is a really

mentioned in the responses above are the
primary ways. Participating in moot court
competitions ~ and being forced to write

Finals from page 2.

Trust from page 2.

The Judges
All of the competitors are excited
and nervous about arguing in front of
this year's panel of judges. As a tribute to
Justice Sotomayor being appointed to the
U.S. Supreme Court, GW recruited three
female judges for this year's finals: J udges
Sandra Ikuta and Judge Susan Graber
from t he 9th Circuit and Judge Debra Ann
Livingston from the 2nd Circuit.
A graduate from UCLA Law, Judge
Ikuta clerked for the 9th Circuit, as well
as Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day
O'Conner. She was nominated by George
Bush in 2006 and now works alongside
her former boss on the 9th Circuit, Judge
Alex Kozinski. Her first published opin
ion was United States v. Baldrich, 471 F.3d
1110 (9th Cir. Cal. 2006).
Judge Susan Graber graduated from
Yale University Law. Her career as a judge
began in 1983, and she served on the Or
egon Court of Appeals and the Oregon
Supreme Court before being nominated
by former classmate Bill Clinton to the
9th Circuit Court of Appeals. With her
appointment, she became the first female
judge from Oregon to serve on the 9th
Circuit.
Judge Debra Ann Livingston was
nominated by George W. Bush in 2006
to serve on the 2nd Circuit. A graduate
from Harvard Law, Judge Livingston also
clerked for the court in which she now sits,
as a young graduate. She is also a former
prosecutor for the Southern District of
New York and criminal procedure profes
sor at University of Michigan Law School
and Columbia Law School.

birth abortion - or intact D&E, if you
want to use the medical term instead of
politicized language - wasn't good enough
for Justice Kennedy.
I can respect pro-fife arguments that
center on the fife of the fetus. I don't buy
it, but I understand that's a pretty power
ful argument for a lot of people. I can't,
however, give a bit of weight to the argu
ment that we should prohibit abortions
because they hurt women. Women, by
and large, are not rushing into clinics the
minute they find out they're pregnant and
demanding abortions. They don't NOT
understand what an abortion is. And
thanks to state mandated waiting periods
(which I am firmly against, but I get it -so,
whatever), women must, BY LAW, take
at least 24 hours to think it over.
Even though Justice Kennedy and
a large percentage of March for Life par
ticipants think they're protecting women
from the presumed dangers of abortion,
they aren't. They're trying to protect
women from their choices, essentially
saying, "You can't be trusted to make
this decision rationally and reasonably,
so we'll make it for you." Some women
do, of course, come to regret their abor
tions. Others don't. For some, the decision
whether or not to terminate a pregnancy is
an agonizing choice. For others, it isn't. If
the pro-fife camp respects women as much
as they say they do, they should immedi
ately stop arguing for banning abortion
based on "women's regrets".
If "regret" and "bad for women"
was an argument for banning surgical
procedures, I'd argue that we should ban
plastic surgery: you think Heidi Montag is

See Informed on Page 1

It's already that time of year
again. The time when 175 or so law
students look a little worse for the wear;
the time when those same 175 seem
to be in on some brilliant inside joke,
sharing giggles in the hard lounge and
knowing glances in the halls: yes ladies
and gentleman, the ski trip has come
and gone. It leaves in its wake law
students (and alumnae alike) grappling
with missing hours of sleep they'll never
make up and West Virginia withdrawal.
It is a bittersweet time of year when
Facebook album after Facebook album
is posted and then detagged. I am proud
to count myself one of the not-so-few to
have embarked on this year's trip—my
third (and final?) foray to Snowshoe
Mountain during the busy Martin Lu
ther King Junior holiday weekend.
The ski trip is perhaps the most
mythical of GW Law traditions. Stories
always laden with hyperbole and char
acters such as cabin-mate-who-shallremain-nameless or guy-skiing-in-jean
shorts-with-lit-cigarette-in-mouth. It
happens annually on the Friday through
Monday of Martin Luther King Junior
weekend. Every November students get
a little cliqueier as they plot their perfect

West Virginia; about four hours away
by car and somewhere between six and
thirty hours away by bus. The ski resort
sits atop the mountain, and the cabins
we stay in are aptly named The Summit.
The "cabins" are really more like rustic
condos dispersed between four different
buildings, a layout making for easy for
everyone to socialize and visit friends.
The name "ski trip" can be a
misleading way to describe this epic
weekend, as, on average, about half the
participants don't ski (or snowboard)
at all. For this reason the SBA offers
multiple packages to accommodate
everyone: people have the option to
ski or snowboard, to rent equipment if
needed, or just hang out and drink hot
cocoa (and bailey's?) all day. By bring
ing a large group year after year, we are
able to negotiate lift tickets for the week
end that are about half what they would
cost to buy individually. This makes for
one of the most affordable weekends of
skiing available anywhere.
The opportunity to ski or snow
board on the cheap makes the ski trip
a great time for people to try skiing or
snowboarding for the first time. One
such intrepid athlete was none other

by how quickly the spots for this elusive
weekend getaway disappear.
This year we took 175 students,
alumnae, significant others, and friends
to our perennial destination: Snowshoe,

nest. Earnest, a 3L, snowboarded for
the second time in her life on the ski trip
and had a blast. She says, "My favorite

going to love her new look in 30 years?
You think that plastic surgery is good
for women? But Montag is capable of
making her own choices, even if that
means she looks like a creepy plastic
alien version of her old self. I don't
mean to conflate plastic surgery with
abortion; they are vastly different pro
cedures with vastly different outcomes.
But it does demonstrate how "regret"
shouldn't be a valid argument in discus
sions about whether or not we should
allow individuals to make particular
choices about their fives.
I don't care if you are pro-choice
or pro-life. Well, no, I do. I wish every
one was pro-choice, but I get that isn't
realistic. I just think that we should
stay away from arguments based on
women's perceived inability to make
important decisions in their fives.

deep and risk brushing up against the
difficult issues?
Our justice system in its most
difficult duty of evaluating the most
terrible crimes requires the highest
level of professional responsibility: for
the sake of the victims, for the accused
and convicted, but even more so for all
of our society which sanctions these
proceedings. Justice must be meted
out with clean hands at the very least.
Anything less, and justice is nothing but
capricious, no matter the punishment
and no matter the crime.

cabin and every year the SBA is shocked

Barred from page 3.
And yet, the unwillingness of the
courts of Georgia, the 11th circuit, and
the four dissenters from the Supreme
Court to address this impropriety in
any meaningful way bespeaks a kneejerk defense of status quo. The majority
cleared the procedural path in handing
this back to the 11th circuit, but where
the merits will take it remains to be
seen.
Were this case not a capital case,
would there still be blinders to the deep
er issue of possible judicial misconduct?
By placing layers of process concerns in
front of justice, do some avoid digging

than our Nota Bene editor ICatio c,,

See Ski on Page 8

Victory from page 3.
cannon is filled with taxpayer dollars.
The small percentage of the public
who legitimately cannot afford health
insurance is merely a pretense for the
liberal idea of taking over healthcare
and putting the government in charge
of another aspect of our fives. Luckily
for all of us, the voters of Massachusetts
cut the fuse just in time.
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Getting the Grades You
Want in Second Semester

BY NOLAN KULB ISKI

BY HEATHER A. BENTON

Staff Writer

Staff Writer
It's official. Last Friday marked
the grade release date for lLs and while
some were jumping for joy, others were
less enthused or downright depressed.
In speaking with one 1L she said she was
"disappointed because [she] worked so
hard." An understandable sentiment.
First semester 1L grades are a right of
passage of law school, right along with
LRW and the 1L Moot Court competi
tion. Some students may get it right off
the bat, but for others, it takes a little bit
longer. So if you didn't find yourself
getting the grades you wanted and aren't
particularly satisfied supporting the upper
half of the class then consider what you
can do to improve your grades.
It may seem like a daunting task
to try and improve your grades and it does
require effort, but you can do it. The ap
proaches you can take to improve your
grades can vary. 3L, Denise L. Turner,
says to "know your limits" because she
was overloaded first semester in trying
to do too much by outlining all the time,
study groups every week and doing all
the E&Es. She says that "its important to
keep up with the reading and take good
notes" because you simply don't have time
to re-learn the topic or read 500 pages of
assigned reading at finals time. 2I_ Starr
Brookins agrees that you need to pay at

tention in class and adds that she doesn't
use supplements because the important
thing is what the professor wants and
sometimes there is extraneous informa
tion that you don't need or that your
professor didn't cover. In addition,
Dean DeVigne recommends a tried and
true method that she has seen increase
student success. She recommends that
you take the following steps. Consider
it a checklist if you may.
1. Get the facts. Don't assume
that you know why you did badly on an
exam. It's important to not only find
out what you need to improve upon, but
also what you did correctly so you can
continue to do those things. Sometimes
it's simply a matter of missing issues
or not engaging in a thorough analysis.
Or, it may simply be a failure to fol
low instructions. As humorous as the
last one may sound, it happens. Your
professor may be asking you to argue
for one side or the other and you argue
both sides. Don't forget, you got some
points somewhere so you did something
right.
2. Learn the professor's protocol
for review. Some professors will do an
in-class review of the exam while others
See Grades on Page 9

Mock Cover Letter
BY JILLIAN MEEK

Staff Writer
To Whom It May Concern:
I am a first year law student at The
George Washington University Law
School, and I am interested in a summer
position in your organization. I found
your posting through Symplicity, and
was very impressed with the graphics
on your website. Also, once the Public
Sector Recruiting Program fell through,
I started feeling the pressure and decided
to apply to everything with a mailing ad
dress. I will be available starting May 3,
once finals are over and I can begin taking
solid food again.
I am entirely unqualified to work as
an intern in your organization. I have no
idea what the heck is going on in LRW,
and God help me when my employer has
to pay for my Westlaw searches, as I will
be prone to spending hundreds of dollars
trying to determine which of my high
school friends have assault cases pending.
However, I did work for two weeks during
my sophomore year at Abercrombie &
Fitch, and thus am fully prepared to make
a bogus analogy about how that will help
me succeed as your intern. My retail ex
perience taught me how to fold my shirts
impeccably, how to stretch a five-minute
break to cover my entire shift, and how
to hold my breath to keep from killing
brain cells with cologne. I believe that the
one time I caught a shoplifter should ad
equately demonstrate my commitment to
justice in the community. Well, "catch" is
a strong word. More like...observed. And
ignored. OK, let's be serious, I helped the
guy. But I'm all about justice. And that
shirt was way overpriced.

The Measure
of a 1L

My greatest accomplishment
in law school to date was attending a
general body meeting for Street Law,
but when they ran out of pizza, I split.
Also, I have maliciously implicated half
the Aston for cheating on the LRW
exam to demonstrate my commitment
to fairness and my true love of competi
tion and legal citation. Additionally, I
have donated ten bucks to Haiti relief
efforts. I mean, I was trying to update
my Twitter and hit the wrong button,
but whatevs. It's still a public service.
I want you to know that I truly
believe in your mission. Well, actu
ally, that's a lie. But I figure, I might as
well get used to selling my principles to
the highest bidder while I'm young. I
mean, you could be the Foundation for
Baby Seal Clubbing for all I care. All I
know is that I really, really want a job.
That and my mock interviewer told
me that nobody outside of GW uses
the TREAT structure, so I've come to
the realizatio'n that we're all just going
to die alone. Please hire me. Please. I
am prepared to work for free. I'll even
throw in my kidney to sweeten the deal.
Just say the word and I am totally in that
ice-filled bathtub.
Sincerely,
A 1L
PS. Unless my judicial intern
ship comes through. Then forget you
guys.
Enclosure: Resume; self-loathing;
tear stains.

My 1L classmates and I should re
ceive our first law school grades before the
end of today. It has been so long since last
semester that I had managed to put grades
out of my mind. I convinced myself I
had learned about torts and contracts for
the joy that comes from new knowledge.
When that didn't work I imagined I was
some place like Yale where everyone gets
a check or a check plus and is sent off to
conquer. But, then yesterday my very
kind and supportive professor gave my
class a speech about not worrying about
grades and told us that we will do great
things regardless of where our grades fall
on some mandated curve.
This speech had the opposite of its
intended effect upon me. I was cast out
of my relatively blissful state of denial
and was hit with reality. The value of
the hard work, sweat, and (yes) tears that
I had expended over the previous four
months would soon be crystallized into
five letters. These five letters would, ac
cording to conventional wisdom, set the
trajectory for each of our legal careers.
Those with more 'A's will be on rocket
ships blasting off toward corner offices.
Those with more 'B's will be left to fight
it out amongst themselves. Finally, those
witY\ more 'C'S Yvad rrvvgVvt as we\\ \OOVL
into exciting careers as organic farmers

or start looking for a more successful
classmate who they might date, marry,
and eventually live off of. I went home
the night after my professor's very sup
portive speech and had a very frighten
ing nightmare where my unimpressive
grades were projected in front of my
entire section. Of course, in my night
mare everyone else in my section had,
somehow, gotten straight 'A's.
These were my irrational fears
and from what I am told, they bare
little resemblance to the reality of the
importance of first year, let alone first
semester, grades. What my professor
had actually been trying to get across
was that these grades will have very
little to do with our long-term success
and even less to do with our happiness.
A quick search of "law school grades"
online reveals that most people who
have bothered to write on the topic
have done so to reassure students in
my position that law school grades are
not all that important in the long run.
Only those who have something to sell
to law school students to improve their
grades and law school students them
selves seem to think law school grades
are matters of life and death.
See Measure on Page 9

CLARE CA VALIERO

De Now Days

Grades: The Bane of Our
Existence
Everybody complains about it, but
a mere student lacks the power to effect
any type of change that might correct
this problem. It often negatively impacts
every J.D. candidate at this law school,
and the consequences of this behavior
reverberate throughout future classes
as well. No, I'm not referring to the
sanitary-less bathrooms and unpredict
able classroom temperatures, I'm talking
about late grades.
Tardy submission of grades is an
issue of which we are all well aware.
Notwithstanding that logging into Ban
ner only to see blank spaces instead of
letters is incredibly annoying, it destroys
any positive sentiment that students might
have had about a course (if they can hold
onto anything positive after taking the
final exam), and causes a variety of other
troubles. Ian Moss, a 2L J.D. Candidate
actively involved at the law school, is
among those students who are currently
struggling with an incomplete transcript.
"There is a lot of frustration among stu
dents," Ian said, "particularly those of
us yet to find summer employment. We
need our grades!"
One 3L commented that she "can
understand that professors are very busy
and have any number of classes with
many students to attend to, but it's frus
trating to be anticipating grades so many

weeks after we took the final exam."
And, of course, most students feel the
same way. Ian Moss also expressed
his understanding that "it takes time to
grade several dozen exams," but asked,
"what about the classes that only have
ten or twenty students in them?"
"Frustration" seems to be the
word most commonly used by students
who are anxiously awaiting their marks.
In addition to being another source of
stress for already on-edge law students,
late submission of grades affects stu
dents' job applications and can even
cause a foreclosure of opportunities.
"As rough as the job market is cur
rently," Ian Moss explained, "applying
early can make a big difference. It is
kind of hard to apply early if you don't
have grades, especially those grades
from classes that are closely related to
the jobs to which you are applying."
For example, in my own experi
ence as a 1L last year, not having a
complete transcript adversely affected
my search for summer employment in
a way I'm sure many others have experi
enced as well. One job in particular in
formed me that they were not permitted
even to look at my application unless I
had all of my grades. Unfortunately,
my transcript was still incomplete when

See De Novo on Page 9
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Snapshots from the SBA Ski Trip!
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briefs for both sides of an issue -helps you
to you understand the issues thoroughly
and to prepare to address oral argument
questions from both perspectives. The
Moot Court Board also contributes to
the development of professional skills by
providing members with the opportunity
to watch practitioners. The opportunity
to watch someone who has argued dozens
of cases is education in and of itself.
(4) The Moot Court Board facili
tates multiple competitions each year,
some of which are taking place this
Spring. What kind of internal team
work is required to accomplish these
objectives?
A lot. In fact, right now the Van
Vleck competition which started in the
fall is wrapping up on Thursday of this
week. It takes a tremendous amount of
teamwork. There are twenty-five people
on the Executive Committee who are
involved with our competitions. There
are three Chairs for the Van Vleck com
petition, two Chairs For the Giles Rich
competition, three Chairs for the National
Security competition, two Chairs for the
Grendier competition, and three Chairs
for the First year competition which is
starting soon. In all, there are thirteen
Chairs who are focused exclusively on
their respective competition. The board
also has a Publicity Chair whose respon
sibility is to post signs around campus,
and to post announcements on the Portal
and to make sure that word gets out about
the competitions. The Publicity Chair
this year is also hosting a Thirsty Thurs
day event. There are also Judges Chairs
— people who focus all year on recruiting
J -

*0—• •

letters and phone calls. Ill

addition, the board has a Vice President
of Internal competitions who oversees
the entire process of recruiting judges and
ensuring that the competitions are publi
cized. There is a tremendous amount of
coordination, and the Moot Court Board
has a good machine going this year.
(5) What are some characteristics

of the GW Law Moot Court Board
that are distinguished from the average
moot court board?
I don't think that I can speak to
that because I don't have a good sense of
how other moot court boards operate.
(6) Has the board been able to
attract sufficient participation for
competitions scheduled during the
2009-2010 academic year?
Yes. We are very pleased with the
level of competition. Last year, some of
the specialty competitions were on the
slower side. This year however, partici
pation in the Giles Rich competition in
creased from 16 to 28 teams. Last year
the Grenadier competition was pretty
small, with under 10 teams participat
ing, and this year there are 20 teams
participating in the competition. This
year, the sizes of the competition are
moderately comparable; for example,
there were roughly 35 teams in the
Van Vleck competition, and the other
competitions have followed suit.
(7) What recommendations do
you have for students who are inter
ested in developing the skills neces
sary to perform well in a moot court
competition?
First of all, practice, practice,
practice. For most people public speak
ing does not come naturally, so the more
that you have your friends fire questions
at you, the better you will do. You also
need to know and understand the facts
and the law involved, and you have to
know how to write. Writing, and finding
professors who can review your writ
ing and critique your oral arguments
— those are all things that are going to
put you ahead of the pack..

A.nd cer-

tainly, it does not hurt to go and watch

real practitioners do this kind of thing.
Oral arguments occur regularly at the
Supreme Court, in the Federal Circuit,
and at the DC Court of Appeals. If
you watch the practitioners, it will give
you a baseline of what you should be
shooting for.

Students gather outside the Haitian Embassy
Photo courtesy of Dean Karamanian

Losing from page 2
priorities all together. Neither response
bodes well prospects of any meaningful
action on important issues.
When government grinds to a
halt, people grow more and more disil
lusioned. Democrats and Republicans
have both learned recently that win
ning elections is easier than governing.
Indeed, it increasingly seems like the
parties care only about getting elected.

Haiti from page 1.
them again!"
Dean Susan Karamanian, As
sociate Dean for International and
Comparative Legal Studies, solicited
help from her international students for
the relief drive. "We are all saddened by
the suffering in Haiti. We feel the need
to do more than write checks. Getting
goods, boxing them and knowing that
the next time they are touched it would
be by a person in tremendous need con
veyed the sense that we were making a
difference."
On the Saturday before the drive,
she ran into a 2006 LL.M. graduate
from the Domincan Republic at her lo
cal grocery store. The student told her
about the drive and Dean Karamanian
sent an email to students, asking if they
wanted to help. Within 24 hours on the
holiday weekend, students responded
and came out to the event. "Our inter
national students are very generous.
Many come from countries that have
endured substantial hardships, whether
economic, political or social ones.
Their societies back home tend to be
supportive. They bring here a strong
sense of community."

John Sorrenti, President of the
Student Bar Association, is not sur
prised by the law school community's
quick and dedicate d involvement in
helping raise money and resources for
Haiti. "Even though as law students we
have significant debt and many of us are
without a job after law school and still
looking and have our own financial con
cerns, the generosity shown by the GW
Law community was awesome. People
came up and gave anywhere from $5 to
$50 of their own money just to help out
with our efforts. I know that Section 13
itself raised over $1700 in donations!
That kind of support and willingness
to help out is incredible and says a lot
about our classmates and the commu
nity we create here at GW Law."
According to Sorrenti, over 100
GW Law students attended the Kids
Against Hunger event and many more
have been volunteering on their own,
despite no personal link to Haiti or its
people. "I think it's extremely important
to get involved in the fund raising/help
for Haiti. What happened with the
earthquake there is a terrible tragedy
and the images we've seen are heart
breaking and can only evoke significant
sympathy for the suffering that the Hai
tian people are going through. While
we all have our own cares and concerns
they seem much less important when
you realize what the people in Haiti are
going through and how much their lives
are affected by t his. Anything we can
do as a community to help them out is,
in my mind, a must."
Sorrenti also said that the SBA
hosted a table in the hard lounge last
week which raised $419 for Haiti re
lief efforts. "The SBA wanted to get
involved as soon as possible and we
decided that raising funds was the best
way to start. I believe it's still tough to

As public frustration and disillusionment
climbs to new highs, and as the influence
of special interests fuels the attacks and
distrust, both parties might soon also learn
that endless attacks and exploiting fear
and anger to win elections today won't
get them anywhere tomorrow. Unfortu
nately, we'll also be stuck with a crippled
economy, sinking health care system, and
few prospects for solutions.

get supplies down there but we are keep
ing track of what's going on and if we can
do it, we're going to collect more tangible
items to send down. Right now the orga
nizations we looked at said money was
the best way to help so that's what we
went with."
More opportunities to raise aid for
Haiti are on the immediate horizon. Lexis
and Westlaw have created a program
through which students can donate to
Haiti relief through giving points. Natalie
Timmers, the school's Lexis representa
tive, said that Lexis actively encourages
students to give their points to charity.
"Since August 2008, LexisNexis has en
couraged law students across the country
to donate the Rewards points that they
earn to charity. There are six national
charities that students can choose from, as
well as a number of local (school-specific)
charities, including the GW Equal Justice
Foundation." Timmers noted that such a
program is consistent with the goals of
Lexis as a company involved with char
ity overall. "When employees voiced the
desire to go above and beyond the normal
amount of giving for the extreme devas
tation in Haiti, the company responded
in several ways. More charities were ap-

proved for matching funds, the matching
funds limit was increased, and in just a
few short days more than $120,000 was
donated to various relief efforts on the
corporate level by LexisNexis employees
and the company itself."
For Haiti relief, Timmers explained
how the program worked: "Through
March, all Rewards points donated to the
Red Cross will be channeled directly to
Haiti. Students can donate by signing-on
at www.lexisnexis.com/lawschool, and
clicking either the "My Rewards" tab
or the "Help Haiti" banner that rotates
through the top of the page. For every
250 points that students give, LexisNexis
donates $4. Students can earn additional
Rewards points by researching on Lex
isNexis (15 points/day, 7 days/week),
attending live training classes at GW
(schedule posted at www.lexisnexis.com/
myschool), completing online tutorials,
and attending online webinars."
The Lexis donation program has
been very successful, according to Tim
mers. "As of January 21st, law students
across the country have donated approxi
mately $70,000 in LexisNexis Rewards
points to the Red Cross since the earth
quake struck Haiti on January 12th."
Though the community continues
to raise significant donations for Haiti
aid, the rebuilding efforts in Haiti have
only just begun. Sorrenti noted,"The
SBA would like to thank everyone who
has helped so far and we look forward to
finding more ways to help the people of
Haiti as they work through this horrible
tragedy. Giving back to those in need is
a beautiful thing that helps put things in
perspective and creates a community filled
with caring, thoughtful, and considerate
people. The SBA supports building that
kind of community and the support we've
received from the student body at GW
Law has been tremendous."
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Absinthe Odyssey 2009
I was raised to choose the cheapest had rather enjoyed that evening, but I had
brand of whatever I need and, regard promptly forgotten the names of the three
less of quality, force myself to enjoy it. different absinthes I had tried. I liked the
Accordingly, in many areas (e.g., wine, first one the best, though.
Anyway, I had spent the first part
wheat bread, spackling, etc.) I've failed
to develop a sophisticated palate. In one of the week threatening to engage in a
area, however, I have endeavored to rem similar evening, this time prepared to take
notes and to venture further afield than
edy this problem: absinthe.
A few caveats are in order here. Bourbon Street. I had located two other
First of all, absinthe is legal in the United absinthe houses a few days before, and I
States. Second of all, the absinthe that is was determined to see what they had to
legal in the United States most assuredly offer. It was 6:17 pm. The weather was
is the real, wormwood-containing deal. inclement. I had a slight sinus headache.
There are absinthe-flavored wormwood- Conditions were perfect. I sent a dispatch
free products out there (most notably to Rushab, a man as interested in compar
Absente), but genuine absinthe has been ing absinthe notes as I, and, accompanied
legal here since 2007—or rather, the FDA by Mikhail and Valerie, we sallied forth
allows for the manufacture and/or impor into the pouring rain.
Thus began Absinthe Odyssey
tation of certain (but many) brands of
2009.
genuine absinthe. Or something like that.
The first stop on the tour (there were
Anyway, you can get your hands on a lot
ultimately
two) was at a small bar in an
of different brands of the stuff these days.
alley
quite
literally in the shadow of St.
Finally, the amount of wormwood present
Louis
Cathedral
(the big church on Jack
in a properly-distilled absinthe is barely a
son
Square).
The
name: Tony Seville's
trace amount, meaning that it won't make
Pirate's
Alley Cafe and
you go blind (despite what
Olde
Absinthe
House.
the guy at the liquor store
Remember
how
your
third
told me a few weeks ago);
grade
teacher
told
you
it also will not make you
not to judge a book by its
YiaYYucmate, contrary to
popw\at \ote.
cover? TYie name of tViis
Now, in order to

properly evaluate a given
brand of absinthe, the
presentation must be taken
into account. In my view,
there are three aspects to
presentation: preparation,
venue, and camaraderie.
Proper absinthe prepara
tion consists of placing a sugar cube on
a slotted spoon over the mouth of the
absinthe glass (a flared glass with a bulb
at the bottom), pouring absinthe over the
sugar until the glass's bulb is filled, and
then using a special absinthe fountain to
slowly drip cold water over the remain
ing sugar. This process opens up the
absinthe's flavors and results in a cloudy
consistency.
In terms of venue, there are plenty
of options for absinthe consumption.
Right here in the District, for instance, you
can enjoy a glass at Gibson (the unmarked
cocktail bar next to Marvin) or DC9 (I am
not kidding. I saw it up there over the bar
last semester). The best venue options,
however, are to be found in New Orleans,
specifically in the French Quarter, which
was, before absinthe was banned, the
heart of American absinthe culture. Since
2007, several establishments in the Quar
ter have made a specialty out of serving
absinthe; I bring three to your attention
momentarily.
Proper camaraderie involves drink
ing absinthe with your friends, old and
new.
And this brings me to Absinthe Od
yssey 2009. There I was, in New Orleans.
It was a Wednesday in late December.
It was the early evening. From the 17th
floor of the Holiday Inn on Royal Street, I
reminisced about a Friday in late Decem
ber 2008 when I ventured forth to Jean
Lafitte's Old Absinthe House and sampled
three different absinthes. That was a good
time, but it was also a loud time, because
the House is on Bourbon Street. Even so, I

bar does not accurately

represent its contents.
True, one of the bartend
ers was sort of dressed like
a pirate, but apart from
that, the overall feel was
that of a local hangout.
TSPACOAH could only
fit about 15 people com
fortably, but everyone was pretty friendly.
Moreover, unlike Jean Lafitte's Old Ab
sinthe House, TSPACOAH actually used
its absinthe fountain during preparation.
Point, TSPACOAH.
Anyway, on that Wednesday night
TSPACOAH had four absinthes available
for purchase. After careful deliberation, I
tried all four. First on the list was Lucid.
According to my handwritten notes (as
in, I didn't have any paper so I wrote my
notes on my hand), this was $10 a glass.
It was apropos that we began with Lucid,
because it was the first authentic absinthe
brand to be re-legalized in the U.S. It had
a pretty good kick to it, and it tasted like
absinthe. Next on the list was Obsello
($10), a Spanish absinthe. A poster on
the back wall of the bar informed patrons
that it was apparently an award-winning
absinthe. Taste-wise, it seemed a bit less
potent than the Lucid; this is likely due
to the fact that Lucid is a higher proof
than Obsello. In Rushab's estimation,
Obsello's taste was slightly "clearer,"
but we agreed this wasn't necessarily a
good thing. In any event, it tasted like
absinthe.
At this point things were progress
ing nicely. Several of our other comrades
had joined us and were trying absinthe
for the very first time; all parties involved
seemed to be enjoying themselves, in
cluding the bartender, with whom I was
having an animated discussion about her
novel-in-progress, which had just found an
interested publisher. Good for her.

See Absinthe on Page 10
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Ski Trip

from page 4.

says he has enjoyed the past two years

who many readers may know as someone
who graduated from law school, quips,
"What can I say? It's a monumental part
of the year - fun as hell - and a great op
portunity to bond in close quarters with
people you really care about. Unless of
course you choose to "ski" on the "ski
trip"...then I assume you just get cold a
lot."
Clearly ski trippers find many differ
ent ways to entertain themselves during
the day, but once the Saturday sun goes
down, everyone is bound together by a
common goal: The Connection. While
for many the night ends up a high altitude
blur, it is generally agreed by all that The

on the s\ci trip because "even tViovigVi its

Connection is Tine Higlnliglnt of tine trip.

part of the ski trip was that I FINALLY
learned how to get off the ski lift on my
snowboard without falling down or run
ning over small children. Up until now,
that part of the mountain terrified me,
but when I finally did it, the woman next
to me - a stranger - cheered and highfived me. It was a nice affirmation that I
don't suck as much at snowboarding as
I thought I did."
Other more advanced skiers enjoy
the ski trip for the chance to get away
from school and exercise their love of
the sport with friends. 3L Kevin Budris
has been skiing since he was a kid and
West Virginia, a day of skiing is still way

better than a day of law school".
The non-skiers are equally enthu
siastic about the trip, though sing the
praises of different aspects of the week
end. 3L'sTerry Schoone-Jongen and
Ashley Inderfurth laud the chance to get
a little gourmet citing the ski trip as one
of the only times of the year when they
have time to cook. 3L Rebecca Bianchi
is a little less high maintenance saying,
"As a non-skier, it was nice to just relax.
I spent the day time watching movies,
reading magazines, and hanging out
with friends."
Another non-skier, Mo McGough,

Schoone-Jongen explains, "Snowshoe

presents one of the world's greatest enig
mas: The Connection and western civili
zation both exist. Simultaneously."
All in all, from the slopes, to the
fireside, to the kitchen to The Connection,
2010 proved to be a great year for ski trip
ping. Students and alumnae alike bonded
and celebrated the long weekend, and now
find themselves in withdrawal. While it is
nearly impossible to explain the awesomeness of three days with friends atop of a
mountain in West Virginia, McGough
does her best with a haiku: "So Cold! I
must drink/ Connections with the locals/
Uh oh. I threw up."

Notes from page 1
to sing any genre," said Murch, "but it
looks like we'll focus on more modern
music this semester. Anything, really,
that lets us have fun."
Last semester, the group had
two public performances, at the Law
Revue Open Mic Night in October and
just before finals. Kies says they plan to
sing publically more often this spring,
including performances outside the law
school for the wider D.C. community.
She encourages the G.W. student body
to watch for upcoming flyers announc
ing the group's performances.
Promissory Notes's new mem
bers eagerly anticipate participating in
those performances. After the auditions
last week, the group added, according
to Murch, "some great new talent."
One new member, Morgan Yuan, a
1L, said he enjoyed the audition pro
cess. "The audition had a fairly relaxed
atmosphere, and it was rather fun," he
said. Yuan had never been part of an
a cappella group before, "so this will
certainly be a new experience," he said.
"I'm really looking forward to starting
rehearsal."

Murch feels the auditions show
the group has a strong future at George
Washington. "We've learned that there is
a huge interest in this kind of outlet," she
said, "which I completely underestimated
when I started here last fall. Lots of people
who sang a cappella in their college years
miss it." She thinks Promissory Notes
can help students deal with the pressures
of law school. "[We] feel it's important
to have this type of outlet at school for
students who just want to relax and have
fun for two hours every week."
Kies thinks the group's long-term
future looks bright. "I definitely think that
Promissory Notes will be part of the law
school scene," she said. "It's so much fun
for us, and I t hink it provides a welcome
relief for the community at large. Nothing
seems quite so bad when you're listening
to a cappella."

!
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may set up office hours for exam review.
Inquire with your professor about how
you can review your exam. Remember,
some professors may set deadlines for this
so don't wait until finals time comes back
around to do this.
3. Analyze and Assess what you
learned. When you meet with the Profes
sor ask him or her if you can take some
notes. It's easy to understand what is said
when you're in the room, but sometimes
the minute you walk out the door and
the anxiety is over, it's as if the conver
sation didn't even happen. Write down
the positives and the negatives and when
you're reflecting on the information you
got see if there is a pattern that emerges
across your exams. Are you consistently
misapplying the law or are you spotting
all the issues, but your analysis is weak?
Spend time reviewing your notes from the
meeting. Please don't take notes, shove
them in the back of your locker and forget
them until finals time. By then, you won't
have time to really analyze the situation.
4. Devise a new strategy. Figure out
what you need to do to improve your per
formance based on what you've learned
from meeting with your professors. There
are several things that you can do includ
ing getting a tutor (see the box below).
A tutor can be especially useful if you
struggle to correctly apply the law. You
can also do more practice exams. These
will help you become familiar with the
questions. But don't half-ass the practice
exams. Actually do them in exam mode;
set aside the time and write them out.
2L Starr Brookins has especially found
this technique helpful.

She adds that

once you have done an exam try, if you
can, to meet with the professor about it.
Give your professor a heads up that you
would like to review an exam because
they may want to set up a separate time
to do so. You can also ask your fellow
students who did well in their courses to
look over your exam responses and see
if you are on track. Another strategy is

Measure from page 5.
to seek clarification of your questions
throughout the semester. Meet with your
professor at office hours, don't wait until
the exam to ask questions. It can also be
helpful to attend office hours even if you
don't have a specific question because you
can hear what other students are asking
which may be something you didn't think
about. But most importantly, the key here
is to think about what you need to do
better and move forward about it. Don't
let yourself get stalled by the grade you
got. Plan ahead and don't wait until the
last minute. It's generally not a good idea
to outline the day before the exam. You
might find yourself still outlining at 8am
the day of the exam when the exam is at
2pm. It's not worth the lack of sleep.
5. Use your resources. Don'forget
to use your resources. You have profes
sors, talk to them. They won't bite. Also,
don't forget your Deans Fellows. They've
been lLs and they get it. They also have
had the opportunity to review your writ
ing so they may also have some insights.
Ask them if they would mind helping you
out. Tutors can be a life saver as can your
fellow students. Talk to those students
who did well. Rumors fly fast so you'll
know who they are. Lastly, consider study
groups. If you didn't have one before,
get one. If you found out that your study
group was useless or that you didn't do
anything but hang out and talk, get a
new group. Study groups are important;
they provide other students off of whom
you can bounce ideas. Take it from this
author. Working with one or two other
people is helpful in finding out where
you can improve or how you're analyzing
something.

There are things you can do to
improve, and if you do the work you will
succeed. Remember, this is a learning
process so embrace the process because if
you were already an expert in the mate
rial and in exam taking, you wouldn't be
a 1L. And please don't do your exam in
text speak.

Interested in Getting a Tutor?
First year students in the spring semester may request tutoring
assistance. The tutors are upper level law studentsVho earned a top
grade in the relevant course with the same professor. If the profes
sor is new, an attempt is made to secure a tutor who did well with
a different professor. There is a $5 per hour co-pay for each 1L who
receives tutoring to be paid to the Law School and not to the tutor.
The tutor is paid as a research assistant at $10 per hour. To request
one, or two tutors maximum, please email Dan Prestwich at dprestwich@law.gwu.edu and provide both the name of the professor and
the course. Requests for tutors should be made no later than 5pm on
Friday, March 12.

De Novo

from page 5.

their deadline passed, and consequently, I
could not be considered for the position.
This tardiness also has an impact on
students regarding their course selection
for the following semester. The structure
of this law school is such that our entire
grade for a course is often wholly depen

dent upon a single final examination or
paper. Consequently, students assess their
understanding of the course material and
responsiveness to a professor's teaching
style upon receipt of their grade for that
course. It would be incredibly beneficial
for students to have their grades before
the next semester's Drop/Add period so
that if a student performed particularly

Even with the anxiety over my
future success or failure somewhat as
suaged I still find myself refreshing the
"Display Grades" tab on GWeb as I
write. It is not because I amin any rush
to find out if I will be spending my thir
ties trying to make partner or milking
goats to make specialty organic cheese.
I think I am so eager to see these grades
because I have been working about as
hard as I ever have for four months with
almost no idea how I was doing.
The first semester of law school
is kind of like running in a marathon
where all the runners are blindfolded.
Sometime in August you hear a loud
shot and you all just take off running.
Some of us starting running the wrong
direction and the crowd of upper
classmen and professors yells from the
sidelines to turn around. We eventually
all run in the same direction but we are
constantly running into one another,
falling down, and veering off in strange
directions. As the race drags on, the
crowd gets more spread out and you
are just running blindly forward and
all you hear is noise from the sidelines.

You hear one person tell you to speed
up and another to pace yourself. One
yells that you are in the lead and some
one else that you need to catch up. You
are running the longest, hardest race of
your life and you have no idea how you
are doing.
In December, someone announc
es that the race will be over soon and
for the next three or four weeks you
run as fast as you can, blind as a bat,
toward the finish line. Then you finally
cross the finish line! But, nobody tells
you how you did. You go home to
recuperate from this long and awful
race because you know soon you will
have to do it all over again. In January,
you are back at the starting line but this
time your blindfolds are off. You set off
on your second marathon and you are
feeling good. It feels much easier this
time because you are in better shape and
you can see where you are going. But,
a few miles in, just when the memories
of the first marathon are fading, some
one taps you on the shoulder and tells
you exactly how well or poorly you did
last time.

Contract from page 3.
cal, Bloomer Girl, to be shot in LA,
and gave her director and screenplay
approvals. The studio breached that
contract and offered her instead the lead
in a dramatic western, Big Country, to
be shot in Australia and lacking actress
approval rights.
The Supreme Court of California,
recognizing the mitigation or avoidable

the rights of strangers to contracts to
interfere with them.
First, and of high significance,
the competing network, Fox, expresses
interest in taking Conan on board if his
contractual obligations with NBC can
be lawfully eliminated. If Fox, aware of
tbe Conarv-NBC contract, intentionally
acts in ways calculated to induce Conan

loss doctrine, nevertheless limited it to
alternative offers the breaching party
affirmatively proves are "comparable
or substantially similar," which it took
to mean neither "different nor inferior."
It held, over a vigorous dissent, that the
Big Country ^alternative was both dif
ferent and inferior to the Bloomer Girl
deal. So McClain won full contract
damages, unreduced by that alterna
tive.
In our case, Conan would empha
size how the Tonight Show is a unique
franchise, one with a 60-year history at
11:35, right after the local news. Even
a slightly later airing is both different
and inferior so NBC, if in breach,
owes him full contract damages. NBC
would contend the difference is not so
consequential and is the only thing that
distinguishes the two deals.
A fact-intensive and judgmentladen disputation arises. The burden of
proof would be on NBC. But the fact
of the offer, and the single factual differ
ence, gives incrementally greater power
in the current high stakes discussions to
NBC, not Conan.
Third Parties. Two third parties
may be directly affected by the unfold
ing facts. Their legal interests warrant
consideration too. In each case, the
broad issue concerns laws that limit

to breach that contract, it would expose
itself to liability for tortious interfer
ence with contract. This is potentially
dangerous territory. In another famous
case, from 1987, Pennzoil won a multibillion dollar judgment against Texaco
for the latter's interfering with the
former's contract to buy part of Getty
Oil. This too is a factor weighing in
favor of NBC, not Conan, and certainly
not Fox.
Second, and of lesser conse
quence, NBC's proposal to move The
Tonight Show to 12:05 also means that
the show currendy occupying that slot,
Late Night (hosted by Jimmy Fallon,
Conan's successor), is moved back an
other half hour as well. Conan could
credibly be concerned that his par
ticipation in facilitating that shift could
interfere with contractual relations
between NBC and Fallon. This may be
somewhat far-fetched, but is non-trivial,
and adds incremental power to Conan's
negotiating position, at least.
Covenant Not to Compete? A
final issue concerning any Conan in
terest in alternative employment other
than with NBC concerns whether their
contract contains any limitation on his
rights to compete with The Tonight

well or particularly poorly in a given
course, that student can adjust his cur
rent schedule accordingly.
The aforementioned 3L stated,
"it leads me to wonder, seeing as how
we have blind-grading, why doesn't the
school employ teaching or research
assistants to help grade these exams
and lighten the professors' workloads
when they are obviously too busy to
return grades in a timely fashion?" Not
a bad suggestion. This option might be
particularly useful when the grading is

totally objective. Ian Moss lamented, "I
have friends that took multiple choice
exams that still don't have their grade
yet. Seriously, they are scantrons!"
The unfortunate consequences of
an incomplete transcript are a unifying
force among students this year. Hope
fully, we can work towards a solution
for this problem.
My sincerest apologies for the
seriousness of this column. I promise
to return to a more light-hearted topic
next issue!

See Contract on Page 10
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has less velvet furniture than Russia
House. Lastly, Pravda does not special
ize in vodka, ice queen bartenders, or
shady characters hanging out by the
Feeling ambitious, Rushab and I
kitchen.
decided to up the stakes and sample NouPravda does, however, special
velle Orleans ($20). This absinthe appar
ize in absinthe. Although I would
ently is the fruit of the labors of one Ted
rate TSPACOAH's ambience slightly
Breaux, who was instrumental in getting
ahead of Pravda's, the accoutrements
Lucid legalized. Or something like that.
at Pravda were entirely agreeable, and
Of all of the absinthes we sampled, this
the absinthe preparation was on par
was probably my favorite. Reference to
with that of TSPACOAH. Moreover,
various absinthe-related websites confirm
Pravda offered about two dozen ab
that this is a highly-regarded brand, which
sinthe varieties—easily the largest selec
gives me hope that I've developed some
tion I've encountered anywhere. After
sophistication at this late date. It tasted
some careful conferring, Rushab and I
like absinthe.
decided that we should have a glass of
It was now around about 8:30. We
Kiibler ($15? $13? $17.50?). This is one
were hungry. But we were also deter
of the more famous absinthe varieties,
mined to be thorough. So we rounded
and it is a fine example of the blanc (as
out our time at TSPACOAH with a glass
opposed to verte) absinthe. The main
of what I thought was called Absenthe
difference between blanc and verte ab
($10). But further research suggests
sinthes would be that one is white, the
that it was pretty probably Absente, the
other green. But don't let my grasp of
aforementioned absinthe substitute. But
the obvious distract you—the Kiibler
I'm not sure. Whatever it was, it tasted
tasted like absinthe.
like absinthe.
It was now late in the evening, and
We now reach the Absinthe Odys
my stamina was beginning to wane. But
sey interlude. Now is an excellent time
there's something about even numbers,
to fix yourself a snack.
so Rushab and I decided to persevere
As for my doughty comrades, we
and conclude with a glass of St. George
took our supper at Coop's, a restaurant
($20, maybe $25—the receipt is around
on Decatur Street that had exactly one
here somewhere). St. George is notable
waitperson serving an entire restaurant.
for two reasons: first, it is the first true
Finding a seat was sort of a free-for-all—
you hung out on the street, and as soon as * absinthe to be manufactured in the
United States since the lifting of the
you saw an open table, you muscled your
ban; second, it has a brandy base, giving
way through the doors and grabbed said
it a bit of a yellowish color. What with
table. We were able to do so surprisingly
the brandy base, it had a bit of a brandy
quickly, given the size our group; perhaps
taste. Underneath it all, however, it
it was dumb luck, but 1 think it was fate.
\ YvaA tb e lamViatav^ Supre-me, NVYVICYY is
probatory the most delicious thing I've
ever eaten. "Supreme" meant "rabbit and

tasted \ik_e absinthe.

Thus fortified with an evening of
experience and a hand covered in ink, I

seafood." I so totally ate Thumper.
Thus recharged, we made our way
several doors up the street to Pravda. With
a name like that, you might think this
would be something like our own Russia
House. That would be a fatal miscalcula
tion on three counts. First, Pravda does
net have Russian food. Second, Pravda

did what any self-respecting adult does
at 11:30 on a weeknight: I went to adin
gy piano bar and belted out "Walking
in Memphis" with the pianist, a woman
with a voice like Clint Eastwood.
Out of six glasses of absinthe,
Absinthe Odyssey 2009 gets six. Plus
two bottles of Abita Amber.

Show or NBC after their contract ends.
Such covenants not to compete are fairly
common in high-stakes personal services
contracts like this and, so long as reason
ably bounded in terms of time, geographic
scope and activity, would be enforced.
Again, .an incremental power point goes
to NBC and against Conan.
Overall. Subject to seeing the
contract and learning more facts, the net
balance of contract law power appears,
at least incrementally if not decisively, to
favor NBC over Conan. This
may explain why Conan
is going to great lengths to
influence the public in his
favor on this dispute and
why NBC is being remark
ably quiet in public.
Hat Tip: Mollie Bren
Hailey, my current Con
tracts student at GW Law
School.
Disclosure: Conan's
brother was a student at
Cardozo Law School when
I taught there years ago.
My post on the Conan-NBC con
tract affair generated excellent comments,
several gracious private emails, many
cross-postings, including in the Washing
ton Post, Conglomerate and Contracts
Prof blog and, above all, lively discussion
in my Contracts class. In light of lively
discussions in my Contracts class, a few
supplements follow.

Time Slot: Parol Evidence Rule.
Concerning the contract's asserted
silence as to The Tonight Show's time
slot, I noted how silence could mean
either NBC retained time slot discretion
or how expression was unnecessary
because The Tonight Show always aired
at 11:30.
But a fundamental issue is what
evidence a court would entertain to
choose between such constructions.
This raises a branch of the parol evi
dence rule, a complex doc
trine barring the admission
of certain kinds of evidence
in the face of a complete and
final written agreement.
This branch concerns
whether a writing contains
ambiguities that cannot be
resolved without resort to
evidence to aid its interpre
tation or construction. In
some contexts, courts, ap
preciating that words have
many uses rather than stable
meanings, grant wide lati
tude in admitting explanatory evidence,
perhaps especially amid contractual
silence. In others, appreciating facing
busy workloads and taking a pragmatic
approach to contractual expression, it
is prudent to adopt the "plain meaning
rule," disallowing evidence offered to
explain contract terms, sometimes even
as to omitted terms.

Bar Brief: The
Connection
BY SET SAMII AND LISA STRAUSS

Columnists

We know you cried your eyes out because of the absence of our column in
the last issue of the Nota Bene, but luckily Set has returned from her Motherland
(strip search and all) so now we're back in full force.... We promise to tell the
truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth. As future members of the DC
Lawyers Assistance Program, we are proud to present a bi-weekly run-down of
DC hotspots. Now that the new semester is underway, we are well aware that you
are too busy to even attempt to plan your own social life. Luckily for you, we're
here to serve as your personal party planners. This week we're doing a review
of The Connection, the hottest nightclub in Snowshoe Mountain, West Virginia
(read that as if you're missing your 2 front teeth).
Before getting into this review, we'd like to remind you that if you know of
any summer jobs, please send them our way, especially if they pay. They don't
even need to be legal jobs, or legal, for that matter. We hear Camelot has an
excellent summer "associate" program.

The Connection
Case: Review of The Connection, the hot spot on Snowshoe Mountain.
We'd been hearing about this place for a year and we wanted to check it out to
see if it lived up to the hype.
Facts: Located in the village of Snowshoe Mountain, above the cafeteria
and another bar, The Connection is where the who's who of Snowshoe come
out to play. This club/bar/arcade has everything a girl could ask for. Cheap
beer, foosball tables, a big dance floor, tons of townies, a bar that looks like a Tiki
hut, and of course, a coat check (though we can't guarantee that you'll get your
coat back...sorry, Rob). Upon arriving at this infamous West Virginia haunt,
we were shocked to find a long line and a cover charge of $5. Apparently there
was a coupon for buy 1 get 1 cover charge free, but we forgot our coupon books
back at our cabin. We paid the cover, dropped off our jackets, and made our
way to the very crowded bar and dance floor area. The next few hours proved
to be quite the culture shock. Back in DC, we're used to checking a guy's ring
finger before striking up a flirtatious conversation, but in West Virginia, you wait
to see if a guy's got all his teeth before charming the long-johns off of him. It's
also important to never tell a guy you're age in West Virginia, because he might
compare you to his mother (sorry, Maria). Nevertheless, a few drinks in and we
forgot that we were in a foreign land, and got our fist pump on while getting down
on the dance floor. We also tried to commit several "robberies" but to no avail.
By the end of the night, we were treating everyone as if they were our cousins.
You know what that means in West Virginia...
Issue: Why was it so hot in there? Honestly, we get that it's a ski resort,
but when the temperature outside is in the 40s, there's no reason to crank up the
heat to 80, especially when people are getting crazy on the dance floor. And re
ally, if you're going to have a coat check, make sure people get their coats back.
Finally, a cover charge? The Connection may be the classiest establishment in
town, but this is Snowshoe Mountain, not K Street.
Holding: We don't think The Connection really lived up to the hype but
we will definitely be back next year, coupon in hand.
Rule: What happens in Snowshoe stays in Snowshoe. Except for herpes.
That s*** will come back with you.
In Conan's favor, because not
requiring the admission of evidence
but an assertion of logic and canons
of contract interpretation, one could
observe that if the parties intended for
NBC to have time-slot discretion, the
contract easily could have been written
to say so. Contractual silence therefore
warrants construing it to deny NBC that
discretion. (Taking the plain meaning

rule literally, if The Tonight Show airs at
12:05 am, it is not a show tonight but one
this morning!)
NBC, in contrast, would benefit
only by persuading a judge that this case
warrants admiting evidence about the
meaning of silence. If successful, it could

See Contract on Page 11
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Trouble Down Under
BY JOON SONG

Columnist
How do you select your wine?
wines whose most defining character
Do you look at labels? Don't be afraid
istic is a smiling mammal or reptile.
to admit it—many people do it, just
Why buy these wines when they could
as many people select books based on
buy higher-quality but similarly-priced
the cover.
offerings from Chile, Argentina, and
If so, then surely you've seen
Spain?
them on the shelves of your local gro
And for those consumers who
cery store or wine shop: those bottles
were willing to shell out $20, $30, or
more for high quality wines, what were
with cute critters on the labels. There
are penguins, cats,
they finding in Austra
goats, sharks, turtles,
lia? Hugely alcoholic
wines—predominantly
bulls, and kangaroos—a
Shiraz (the New World
veritable menagerie of
spelling of the French
animals whose very ex
"Syrah")—that clocked
istence is to reach into
in at 14%, 15%, 16% or
some secret childhood
even 17% ABV. Com
reservoir and open the
pare this to many oth
valves to your pockets.
er high-end wines—a
While no quantitative
bottle of premier cru
numbers exist, there
Burgundy on my shelf
must be hundreds if not
is a sprightly 13%, and
thousands of these ani
a bottle of California
mal labels, and a good
Cabernet
is
13.9%.
As a general rule,
portion of them are from Australia.
the
higher
its
alcohol
content the harder
This explains the decline in sales
a
wine
is
to
drink,
and
the harder it is
for wines from the land down under. Ac
to
pair
and
enjoy
with
food.
cording to wine writer Jancis Robinson,
But it's not only that these wines
as recently as 2004 Australia overtook
were highly alcoholic. Rather, wines on
France (FRANCE!) as the principal
the high end were converging into one
supplier of wine to the United Kingdom
(the UNITED freakin' KINGDOM!).
style: the big, bold, super-rich, highlyalcoholic, overly-tannic, crazy-fruity
In 2008, total exports of Australian
or crazy chocolaty Australian Shiraz.
wine fell for the first time, shrinking in
the United Kingdom by 17.5% and in
What distinguished the Miollydookers
from the Glaetzers?
the United States by nearly 25%.
Then again, many consumers
There are a number of reasons
were simply staying clear of Austra
for this decline. For instance, Slate
lian wines because of the perception
Magazine's Mike Steinberger noted that
that they were cheap or poorly made.
the troubles of the global economy hurt
It certainly did not help when those
the Australian wine industry, which is
consumers who were willing to take a
extensively export-dependent. Case in
chance on a more expensive Australian
point: the Australian dollar increased
bottle got their tastebuds destroyed.
to a 25-year high against the US dollar
So is there any good news for
about two years ago. Further, a heat
Australia on the horizon?
wave and resultant wildfires damaged a
It's too early to tell whether sales
number of vineyards, with some losing
are on the rebound, but it
up to 70% of their crops.
may be safe to assume that
But there is consensus
many
Australian produc
that Australia's woes were
Is there any
ers
will
be taking steps in
not caused primarily by the
good
news
for
the
upcoming
years to in
vagaries of the economy or
crease
value
and
decrease
Australia
on
the weather. The problems
alcohol
content/intensity.
now faced by the Australian
the horizon?
Further, there have always
wine industry were caused by
m
m
m
m
been
terrific examples of
two sets of deliberate choices.
well-made,
balanced Aus
The first was the decision to
tralian
wines,
just
as
there
have always
flood the market with cheap, uninspired
been wonderfully-balanced Californian
wines like Yellow Tail. The second
Cabs, Chards, and Pinots.
was the decision among higher-end
One affordable and delicious ex
winemakers to embrace the "bigger is
ample
is the Charles Cimicky "Trumps"
better" mentality.
Grenache/Shiraz blend, which is 14.5%
When I was in college I went
ABV (high, but not as high as many
through a brief Yellow Tail phase. At
other Aussies) and strikes a nice balance
$6.99 or so a bottle, this was affordable
between tannin and acid. Peter Lehmbut still allowed me to turn up my nose
ann's "The Mewtor" is a Bordeaux-style
at those of my friends who were quaff
blend which you can get for around $25,
ing Charles Shaw. Then one day near
which is elegant and expressive.
the end of my fifth year at Berkeley, I
Or, if you have the money (and
opened a bottle of Yellow Tail Merlot,
are lucky enough to find it here in DC),
poured some into a glass, and drank,
you can buy the Penfolds "St. Henri"
only to discover that it was utterly ter
Shiraz for around $60. This is lean,
rible. Subsequent bottles corroborated
reserved, and is—gasp!—completely
this realization.
unoaked. If you do buy it, please be
It appears that many people have
sure to invite me to dinner.
had similar epiphanies. As Steinberger
Just as with book covers, it is
wrote, "The biggest problem is that
unfair to judge wines by their labels.
Australia has made itself synonymous
However, be sure at least to stay clear of
in the minds of many drinkers with
anything from Australia recommended
cut-rate, generic wines." Thus, when
by an anthropomorphized animal.
people think about Australian wines
they think of really cheap, nondescript

Contract from page 10.
adduce evidence showing that such
time slot commitments appear in other
network-host contracts, including with
Jay Leno and David Letterman, ac
cording to reports widely available on
the Internet. If so, silence here would
support construing the contract to mean
that no time slot commitment was in
tended and NBC retains discretion over
that issue. On the parol evidence issue,
then, advantage: Conan.
Third Parties. In addition to not
ed risks facing Fox for interfering with
tjie NBC-Conan contract and Conan for
interfering with the NBC-Jimmy Fallon
contract, Jay Leno is another potentially
relevant third party. He and his advisors
must take care to avoid action that could
expose him to liability for interfering
with the Conan-NBC contract. Given
Leno's reported role in this affair, this
is another advantage to Conan.
Covenant Not to Compete. The
most extensive discussion in comments
to my post concerned the issue of any
covenant not to compete the NBCConan contract may contain (or that
any settlement agreement between
them might include). Two additional
points are worthwhile, each with op
posing implications for relative NBCConan bargaining power.
In NBC's favor, even if such a
covenant would be unenforceable under
California law, that law does not pro
hibit covenants that restrict a person's
right to poach employees and other
assets when departing an employment.
If some of Conan's team on the show,
including his sidekick and band leader,

are NBC employees, such a clause could
impair Conan's right to bring them with
him to any competing program. Point
for NBC.
On the other hand, aiding Conan,
contract law generally provides that it is
a constructive condition to one contract
party's duties that the other is not in
breach. Subject to some qualifications
generally designed to protect an ex
change upon breach, if NBC is in ma
terial breach of contract, then Conan's
duties would be excused, including any
arising under any otherwise enforceable
covenant not to compete. Net gain for
Conan.
Liquidated Damages. Reports
around the Internet say the contract
contains a clause obliging NBC to pay
Conan a stipulated sum, reportedly in
the $40 million range, if it breaches.
If NBC is in breach, this attempt to
liquidate damages for breach may be en
forceable if actual damages are difficult
to ascertain and the stipulated amount
reasonable in relation to forecast or ac
tual damages. To avoid overcompensating aggrieved parites, contract law pro
vides that, if damages are ascertainable
or the stipulated amount is designed to
be punitive, to punish breach, they are
unenforceable.
It is difficult without seeing the
contract, particularly its economic
terms, to say much about this clause,
whether it is intended to be compen
satory or punitive. Worth noting,
however, is how some devoted fans
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Ask Yunji!
BY YUNJI K IM

Columnist
Dear Yunji,
I want to get away during spring break. However, I don't think my
budget will let me get away very far this year. Where should I go?
Wistful in Washington
Dear Wistful,
It may be you don't need to go anywhere at all. What you might really
need is an unreasonably exotic place to think about. It should be a place you
know you'll never actually visit because it is too far and expensive, and too
suited to your own individual taste so that none of your friends would willingly
go with you. It should be a place where the prospect of visiting it, like dating
a distant crush, is highly likely to be far more romantic than the reality of it.
For me, this place is Dollywood. Dollywood - where the banjos never
stop singing and bluegrass notes ring out from the Great Smoky Mountains
to celebrate log rides, ham n' beans, and skillet-fried cornbread. When it's the
nth hour in the library, or when the statutes start swimming on the page, it
helps clear my mind to imagine spending a sunny day riding the Dizzy Disk
or visiting Dolly's Home-on-Wheels - with a fried drumstick in my hand the
entire time.
I will probably never go to Dollywood. I know few people in Tennessee,
and even fewer enthusiasts of Dolly Parton. However, I like the idea of the
place. Everyone needs a Dollywood she can turn to. For some of us, that place
may be the cafes of St. Germain des Pres, or on some big waves in Hawaii.
For others, Dollywood may simply be the front row seats to Thunder from
Down Under. It doesn't matter. Unlike airfare, gas, and lodgings, dreams (or
daydreams of faraway places) are always free.
Sincerely,
Yunji
Gdt a question about what's going around the law school, Foggy Bottom, or the
world in general? Email notabenegw@gmail.com and ask what's on your mind. Yunji
has the answer!
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POCKET
law sell ool events
Wednesday January 27th
Discussion on Climate Change with Professors Charnovitz
and Freestone

12:00PM, Faculty Conference Center, B505

ARIES (MARCH 21—APRIL 19)

•

It's not that you're lazy, you're just physically incapable of intelligent t oug t
and/or action.

TAURUS (APRIL- 20—MAY 20)

Bubblegum martinis are for girls. Beers are for boys. So next time, just get your
martini in a beer glass. The chicks at the bar will never know the difference.

GEMINI (MAY 21—JUNE 21)

Follow the yellow brick road. It may or may not lead you to an open air
drug market.

CANCER (JUNE 22—JULY 22)

Anticipation is making you wait. But what the heck are you waiting for? You re
definitely not getting any younger or better looking.

LEO (JULY 23—AUG. 22)
Magic 8 Ball says "try again later". That can't be a good sign.

VIRGO (AUG. 23-SEPT. 22)

Golan v. Holder Panel

A luncheon panel discussion of Golan v. Holder on the oc
casion of its oral argument in the 11th Circuit, moderated by
Prof. Robert Brauneis of The George Washington University
Law School. To reserve lunch, please RSVP to meyerklipper@verizon.net by close of business on Friday, January 22nd.
Moot Court Room, 12:00PM-2:00PM

Virgos are weird. You should probably think of changing your sign. Sagittarius
seems like a fun one.

LIBRA (SEPT. 23—OCT. 23)
The Cigar Room is where it's at. Suit up!

SCORPIO (OCT. 24—NOV. 21)
It's not too late for a New Year's resolution, jump on the bandwagon and try
to accept that being unemployed is the way to be.

SAGITTARIUS (NOV. 22—DEC. 21)

Immigration Law Association - General Body Meeting

Please join us for ILA's first general body meeting of the
spring semester! We will be discussing upcoming events for
this semester. We're having a special election for the position
of Vice President of Education.
8.00-9-.00PM, G302

Thursday January 28th
Van Vleck Moot Court: Finals

The funny things your friends say when they are drunk are perfect facebook and
gchat status messages, unless the F bomb, the police, or the phrase "it is in
the best interest of judicial economy" or some combination of all three
are included. In that case, call AbovetheLaw or Nota Bene. Immediately.

CAPRICORN (DEC. 22—JAN. 19)
If at first you don't succeed, maybe it's time to stop trying and just open up a
cupcake shop ... or not. Either way, eating all those cupcakes is going to make
you fat.

AQUARIUS (JAN. 20—FEB. 18)
You cannot audit classes at GW. If you are a 2L sitting in the back of Property,
that makes you a law school cougar. And sort of a stalker.

Saturday January 29th

PISCES (FEB. 19—MARCH 20)

ADR Client Counseling Competition

Don't be afraid to meet new people. Only the people who already know you
think you're weirdo.

Monday February 1st
GW/Oxford Summer Program in Int'l Human Rights Law
Info Session

5:00-6:00pm, SCC, LIS201

Tuesday February 2nd
Barbri Table Day

Need to Get
the Word Out?
Advertise in Nota Bene!

9:00AM, Hard Lounge

Friday February 5th
Religious Freedom Moot Court Competition

Tuesday February 9th
Judicial Clerkship Infomation Session for 2011 Graduates

L201,2:45PM-3:45PM

Contract from page 10.
of Conan, rooting for him to claim the
award, repeatedly and emphatically call
it a penalty. Though words like that do
not determine legal interpretation of a
clause, calling this one a penalty would
not help but jeopardize Conan's chances
of recovering it.
Overall. Ongoing discussions be
tween NBC and Conan illustrate the no
tion of bargaining in the shadow of the
law, working out arrangements in light
of known or probable legal claims and
consequences. Non-legal forces of course

are at work. Conan's legal position, still
incrementally weaker to me despite the
foregoing, may play a role in his decision
to communicate directly to the public.
But his public relations gambit may also
be deftly designed for other reasons. It
paints NBC, and Jay Leno, as the bad
guys, and portrays himselt as the guy in
the white hat, a subtle bid to disaffect
viewers from NBC, and Leno, a sort of
blackmail, though not illegal.
Hat Tips: To my wonderful Con
tracts students at GW Law School.
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